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NAME OBJECTIVE Safety First / Return to training
Last Reviewed 

Date

Step PRE-MITIGATION LOCATION MITIGATIONS / WARNINGS / REMEDIES
POST-

MITIGATION

RISK RISK SEVERITY RISK LIKELIHOOD RISK LEVEL RISK SEVERITY RISK LIKELIHOOD RISK LEVEL
ACCEPTABLE    

TO PROCEED?

An individual with 

the virus entering 

the building

Possibility of infect ing others and 

contaminat ing surfaces
INTOLERABLE POSSIBLE EXTREME All Areas 

All part icipants asked to confirm that they have 

not had a new, cont inous cough, high 

temperature or a change in taste in the last  14 

days, or come into contact with someone who 

has tested posit ive or had the above symptoms in 

the last  14 days, before entering the building

TOLERABLE IMPROBABLE LOW YES

Droplet transmission
The virus being transmitted through the 

air during training
INTOLERABLE IMPROBABLE LOW

All areas, 

particularly in the 

training 

environment

A 3 meter distance will be maintined during 

training, meaning that no sparring will take place. 

Shouting and load noises will be kept to a minimum. 

Where possible, windows and doors will be left 

open.

ACCEPTABLE IMPROBABLE LOW YES

Fomite transmission
The virus being transmitted via handling 

of equipment or surfaces
INTOLERABLE IMPROBABLE LOW

All areas, 

particularly door 

handles and floor

Hand sanitiser will be provided on entry. Cleaning 

of facilities prior to use will be undertaken by York 

Karate where the facility provider has not already 

done so. There will be no sharing of equipment.

ACCEPTABLE IMPROBABLE LOW YES

Population factors, 

including the 

number of 

participants and 

underlying health 

conditions

Large number of people together 

increases the probability of virus 

transmission. Those with underlying 

health concerns are more at risk.

INTOLERABLE IMPROBABLE LOW Training hall

Numbers restricted due to social distance 

measures and so only small groups will be training 

together. Participants will attend set classes and 

thereby reduce the mobility between classes. Only 

participants will be permitted entry into the 

building. Those with underlying health conditions 

are unlikely to attend a strenuous activity like 

Karate but those with minor health conditions are 

asked to consider whether they should attend 

classes.

ACCEPTABLE IMPROBABLE LOW YES

Congregating prior 

to class

Social distance not maintined and 

track and trace not in place for others 

trvelling with the participant

INTOLERABLE POSSIBLE MEDIUM

Car Parks / 

corridors / waiting 

areas

Participants advised to arrive at the venue 5 

minutes prior to the start of the session. Travel 

companions recommended to stay in their 

vehicles.

ACCEPTABLE POSSIBLE MEDIUM YES

Provide medical 

attention

Reduced social distaning and 

potentialy touch the individual 

requiring medical attention

INTOLERABLE POSSIBLE HIGH Training hall

Instructors to have a first aid kit readily available 

within sessions. Included within the kit will be a pack 

of face masks and latex-free gloves.  Face masks 

to be worn by both the first aider and the student 

in the event of medical attention being required 

due to a reduction of 2m distancing.

ACCEPTABLE POSSIBLE MEDIUM YES

Changing rooms 

and toilets

The presence of water and changing 

clothes could aid transmission of the 

disease.

UNDESIRABLE POSSIBLE MEDIUM
Toilets and 

changing facilities

Changing facilities will be closed. Participants 

should arrive changed and ready to start the 

session. Only one individual will be permitted to 

enter the toilets at any one time and will be 

regularly checked and cleaned inbetween 

sessions. 

ACCEPTABLE IMPROBABLE LOW YES
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